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Minutes of the Meeting of Pett Village Hall Management Committee 
  
                               Monday June 4th 2018  
  
Present: Tim Rothwell (Chair) Richard Smith (Treasurer) Carol Pecorini, Carol Gasson, 
Helen Wilson Fran Pitts (Secretary) Mike Wilkins (Vice-Chair) 
In Attendance: David Hance, Ray Barden, Lou Cooke, Richard Cooke, Phil Button, Eve 
Button, Sally Williams, Judith Dean, Ann Nicholls, David Nicholls, Dave Clarke       
  
  
1.  Apologies : None 
  
2.  Membership of the Committee - Appointment of Additional Committee Members 
     David Hance and Mike Wilkins were appointed to the Committee 
  
3.  Election of Chair and Vice Chair 
     CG proposed TR as Chair - seconded by RS . Agreed by the Committee 
     TR proposed MW as Vice Chair - seconded by CG. Agreed by the Committee 
  
4.  Minutes of the Meeting of May 14th 2018 
     TR thanked EB for preparing these. 
     The minutes were agreed as a true record without amendment. 
  
5.   Matters Arising 
      RB noted that although the guttering was still awaiting repair it was not an urgent issue. 
  
      Pest Control - ants have been a big problem this year although putting ant powder down      
     has helped. RS to contact new firm where he has a contact which may be cheaper as it is  
     locally based. RB to meet them to show them where existing ant boxes are sited. 
  
      RB has contacted current firm to inform them that Heather Godwin is no longer 
      Treasurer. 
  
      Alan Farnes will look at the ceiling lights on Wed 6th June- Emergency Lights have been   
      checked. 
      Weekly and monthly tests will be done. 
  
      The Plant Room has been tidied and vacuumed by Lue Cooke 
  
      Gas Certificate - incorrect certificate was sent out. RB has contacted Booker & Best who  
      will issue a new certificate. 
  
      It was confirmed that the Railway Club has a new insurance certificate  
  
  6. Chairman's Report 
      TR thanked the outgoing committee for the help and support they had given the new  
       committee. 
       He also thanked the new committee for their help and cooperation. 
  
      There are now the full number of Management Trustees in accordance with the  
      Governing Document. 
  
       MW is working on the Charity Commissions requirements and hopes to report to the  
      next meeting. 
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     There was a discussion about versions of the Governing Document - EB to email MW  
      the revised document which was completed but not sent to the Charity Commission.        
    
7.   Treasurer's Report 
      EB has Minutes of the AGM, the Auditor's Statement and the End of Year Accounts on  
      PD to be sent to the Charity Commission for the year end. 
  
      RS noted that he was working his way through the financial paperwork and although it  
      was not possible to give figures to this meeting, he would have them ready for the next  
      meeting. 
  
      The change of signatories for the cheque account is going through. 
  
      Insurance - RS will work on the Terms & Conditions of the Insurance  - a current copy is  
      needed. 
      CP to phone the Insurance Company for copy     
  
8.   Bookings Manager's Report 
      TR reported that the Pett Village Hall website was now formally closed - information is  
      now on Pett on the Net. 
      TR noted the help from Jason Thomas during the changeover and that the new system  
      is much easier to link with his mobile phone and computer. 
  
       TR suggested a discussion may be needed about balancing the virtues of the regular  
       users' advance bookings of the hall against the needs of others who wish to make a  
       one-off booking - for example for a wedding/party over the weekend. It was agreed that  
       the Committee would look at this. 
  
       TR is posting a diary of the bookings on the website to show availability (without  
       personal details) and hopes to have added the bookings to the end of the year within a  
       couple of weeks. 
  
10.  Hall Maintenance  
       Richard Cooke has offered to take over on RB's role. 
       RB, TR and Richard Cooke to meet to agree a work list. 
 
11.  Website 
       See notes in Chair's Report 
 
12.  Fundraising 
       CP noted a drop in numbers for the 500 Club . 
       TR to put an ad on the website. Flyers in the pubs and at Tic toc were suggested. 
  
       There was a discussion about holding a Jumble Sale - although they can make money,    
       issues include clearing what is left behind, protecting the hall floor and the need for  
       plenty of volunteers. 
  
       CG noted that the next Craft Fair would be in November. 
  
       Quiz Night - two people had expressed an interest in taking this over - RB to ask if they  
       were still keen. 
  
       Hallowe'en - it was noted this was not really a fundraiser but done for the local children, 
       EB used to organise this and gave details, It involved a lot of hard work, time and tidying  
       up ! 
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       About £150 was raised; however, the event would not be financially viable unless  
       covered by the Hall Insurance. 
  
       Race Night - EB stated this made about £1,000 . These have been held every other  
       year in February - latest one was in 2017. The Committee would discuss holding the  
       event in 2019. 
  
       Singalong with Film - People bring their own food and dress up. CP noted that the right  
       film must be chosen for this. 
  
       It was agreed that we need to look at the balance between community and profit - DH  
       queried compliance with the  Pett Village Hall Scheme aims. MW and TR to look at this.     
   
       There was a discussion about the stacking and cleaning of tables after events. 
       TR to check instructions to see if they are clear about cleaning and clearing away. 
        A strap is to be fitted to keep the tables in place. 
  
         
       There was a discussion about the process of refunding deposits and it was agreed they  
       would be returned after 5 working days to give time to check the hall - TR to add this to  
       the booking information details. 
  
 
13.  AOB 
       Spare Keys 
       PB raised the need for someone to look after the spare sets of keys to the Hall 
       which would be lent to new regular users. There is also a key deposit taken. 
       TR to take them as Bookings Manager. TR will also change the keysafe numbers  
       regularly. 
  
        Badminton Club  
       Dave Clarke has had very little response from Badminton Association about help with    
       insurance. 
       The Club could be insured with Badminton England for £10 per person - however this  
       would be insurance for a group and individuals who had not paid to join the group would  
       not be insured to play. 
       The suitability of the Hall floor as a playing surface appears to be a sticking point and it  
       Is not clear who would advise on/inspect it. 
       RS to contact Badminton England to see what their conditions would be. 
       This is quite urgent as the Hall Insurance runs out in August. 
 
       Following a discussion it was agreed that CP would forward relevant emails about the  
       insurance to RS and that the Committee would look at the Insurance in the near future. 
  
14.   Date of next Meeting: Monday July 2nd at 7.00pm 
        The meeting closed at 8.15pm. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 


